DevOps September 2022 Newsletter
Keep up-to-date on the latest resources, research, and events for
DevOps Test Data Manager, Service Virtualization, and Agile
Requirements Designer solutions.

White Paper: Optimize Continuous Delivery of MicroServices Applications with Continuous Performance
Testing
Learn personal experiences and industry insight on Continuous Performance
Testing from Shamim Ahmed, DevOps CTO at Broadcom Software. Browse this
valuable analysis

DevOps Office Hours
Got questions? Get answers. In these individually scheduled product sessions,
hosted by product experts and engineers, delve into: Service Virtualization, Test
Data Management, and Agile Requirements Designer. Sign up today and receive
exclusive invitations to top-of-mind topics.

Gartner Peer Insights "Voice of the Customer": Data
Masking
Broadcom has been recognized as a Customers’ Choice vendor for 2022 in Data
Masking on Gartner® Peer Insights™. Broadcom reviewers gave us a 4.4 out of
5 as of April 30th, 2022, with 88% saying they would recommend our product.
Read the report

On-demand Webinar: What's New in Test Data Manager
4.10?
Join Broadcom Software technical leaders as they discuss this latest release and
how customers can deploy TDM at scale, facilitate migrations of SAP
applications and operate across a wide range of databases. Plus, our demo
offers clear step-by-step advice. Tune in

White Paper: A CIOs Guide to Overcome Challenges of
Security, Speed, and Quality with Test Data Management
Broadcom Software and Cigniti are uniquely positioned to help organizations
address TDM challenges. Learn how their combined solutions speed delivery
and minimize risk. Browse this joint thought leadership study

No Stress Upgrade to Service Virtualization 10.7.2
Our free Broadcom Software Designated Weekend Upgrade program helps you
successfully move to Service Virtualization 10.7.2. Registered customers can
contact dedicated support teams with any upgrade-related case from 8 am ET to
6 pm ET. It’s easy to upgrade. No stress. No scrambling. Check out the details.

On-demand Webinar: Service Virtualization: Using APIs
to Automate Virtual Service Creation & Deployment
As developers, testers, and agile team members leverage the power of virtual
services, automation is key. In fact, if virtual services can be automatically
created and deployed, it's easy to incorporate them into testing pipelines. Join in

and learn not only how to create virtual service deployments, but also how to
automate them. Take advantage of the straightforward demo.

Blog post: 4 Key Reasons Service Virtualization is a
Must for Agile Teams
Despite the proven advantages of service virtualization, there are still those who
adamantly defend testing in a live system. The question is why does that
conviction exist? Why trust that a live “Dev/QA/Pre-Prod” system is better for
testing? Read the four reasons why service virtualization is key.

Blog post: Employing Agile Requirements Designer to
Support API Testing: 5 Use Cases
If you’re a current user of Agile Requirements Designer (ARD), you are most
likely using ARD to design your functional tests. But did you know that you can
use ARD to create API tests that can be executed with your test automation
framework? Leverage five use cases

On-demand Webinar: No More Biases! Modeling
Behavior, Not Test Pathways
When modeling your requirements, stop building decisions to invalid outcomes or
to what the test automation framework should do in the event of failure. Avoid the
pitfalls of a test pathway today. Learn Best Practices in just 30 minutes.

Video: Understanding Models and Perspectives in
Model-Based Testing
Shared models enable teams to collaborate and derive a trusted definition of a
system used to both design and test it. Learn what models do for us and how to
make informed choices. Watch now
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